**Responsive Cities Active Public Space Symposium**

**Barcelona**

13.11 - 14.11

**MONDAY 13.11**

**CAIXAFORUM**

Au le Forum Parc del Fòrum Plet de llevant, Barcelona

8:00 – 8:30 Participants Registration
8:30 – 9:00 Welcome and Introduction

**SESSION 1: PARTITION IN PUBLIC SPACE**

Moderator: Mathilde Marenco - IAAC Active Public Space

Speakers:
- Nelly Schöltz - Making Cities for People / Sharing Public Space
- Gala Pin Ferrando - BCN City Council / Governing Public Space
- Enric Batlle - Battling Man / Community Participation / Interactivity / Enabling Public Space

Round Table Discussion with APS Partner CCA & Yvette Vasurkovka

11:00 – 11:30 Coffee Break
11:30 – 12:00 Session 2: Dynamic Ecosystems in Public Space

Moderator: Chiara Farinella - IAAC Advanced Architecture Group

Speakers:
- Luis Falcon - Mapping Public Space
- Claudia Pasquero - Ecologic Studio / Big Enabling Public Space
- Aldo Sollazzo - Nounema / Gameifying Public Space
- Enric Batlle - Battling Man / Naturalizing Public Space

Break

13:30 – 14:00 Session 3: Digital Technologies in Public Space

Moderator: Jose de Vicente - WOHA

Speakers:
- Natalya Gatgeiro - Future Cities Lab / Performing Public Space
- Alexei Novikov - Habitation / Analyzing Public Space
- Pontus Westerberg - Inhabitat Block by Block / Gameifying Public Space
- Francesca Bria - BCN City Council / Democratizing Public Space

Round Table Discussion with APS Partner IAAC & Andrea Borner

15:00 – 15:30 Closing Comments

18:30 – 21:00 Active Public Space Exhibition Opening

Carrer de Pujades, 59, 08005, Barcelona

**TUESDAY 14.11**

**SMART CITY EXPO & FIRA BARCELONA**

Av. Joan Carles I, 64, 08908 L’Hospitalet de Llobregat, Barcelona

8:00 – 8:30 Introduction
8:30 – 9:30 Session 1: Design & Learn

Moderator: Ricardo Devesa - Urban Next

Speakers:
- Klaus Obermaier - Exile / Being On Stage
- Michael Lake - Leading Cities / Reprogramming Public Space
- Galo Monzó - UAB / Active Public Space Installation / Kephos
- Jacobo Turi & Sylvain Tardon - UPM / Citizens & Gaming / Metabolizing Public Space
- Stefano Andreani & Allen Sayer - Harvard University / Measuring the Unseen

Round Table Discussion

10:30 – 11:30 Session 2: Share & Adapt

Moderator: Jonathan Michelin - IAAC Valldaura Labs, GreenFab Lab

Speakers:
- Maria Balestrini - Ideas for Change / Making Sense / Making Public Space
- Elena Albareda - BCN City Council / Governing Public Space
- Helle Søholt - Making Cities for People / Sharing Public Space
- Francesca Bria - IAAC / Active Public Space Installation - Kepos
- Luis Falcon - El CASC / ElCASC Festival

Public Space Exposition Opening

12:00 – 13:00 Session 3: Experience

Moderators: Luis Fragaudo - IAAC Advanced Interaction, Alicia Mullon - Becrim Barcelona

Speakers:
- Fiona Zisch - Goldsmith School of Architecture / Performance and Interaction in Public Space
- Aneti Markopoulo - IAAC / Active Public Space Installation, PODPOLIS / HERNING
- Mark Burry & Troy Innocent - Swinburne University / Responsive Citizens & Gaming
- Manuel Montoro Esteban - UPM / Mass Behaviorism
- Areti Demvopoulou & Spyridoula Stelliou - Art / Sound / Scapes

Round Table Discussion

15:00 – 16:00 Closing Lecture - Patrick Blanc / Growing Public Space

16:00 – 17:30 Smart City Expo Visit

The Symposium is Free and Open to the Public. However, Seating is Limited. Please Reserve Your Place at:

ResponsiveCities2017.iaac.net

Contacts: symposium@iaac.net

Tel.: (+34) 93 320 95 20

**Participants Registration**
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